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SKI-TOWN MOD

A couple finds “the place” 
for their family home in 
Steamboat Springs with 
world-class skiing for 
him, a real town for her

STORY IRENE RAWLINGS       PHOTOGRAPHY DAVID PATTERSON

ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN GERBER BEREND DESIGN BUILD
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The spacious hearth room 
serves as the family’s 

living room, dining room 
and kitchen. The welcom-
ing space is anchored by 
a massive, board-formed 

concrete fireplace with  
a steel-twig insert.
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e is an avid skier. She would rather sit in front of the fire-
place with a good book. So, finding the ideal place to build 
their vision of a perfect mountain home was not easy.

Susan and Tom Jones, who live in Kansas City, imagined 
their new home in a setting with great snow, not-crowded 

slopes and a dynamic local community. “We wanted a place with 
warmth, personality and heart,” says Susan, “but, most impor-
tantly, we wanted a real town … a place where people live.” Tom 
remembered skiing in Steamboat Springs years before. Perhaps 
this turn-of-the-century western ranching town that also boasts 
some of the world’s best powder could be “the place.” 

He suggested a trip.
“I fell in love with Steamboat the very first time I saw it,” says 

Susan. Before heading back to Kansas City, they bought a lot—
just a few blocks from  the Lincoln Avenue main drag and right 
on Soda Creek.

The next step was finding a team to design and build a family 
home on a very wide and shallow lot. The couple enlisted Steam-
boat Springs-based Gerber Berend Design Build, Inc.

David Hoffman, the project architect, put the clients’ dreams 
on paper—a high-ceilinged home with a distinctly urban feel and 
a clean aesthetic, built with steel, wood and concrete and with a 
warm and welcoming interior.

The result: a 3,505-square-foot, four-bedroom, five-bathroom 
home (with great views of Steamboat’s iconic Howelsen Hill) that 
is a unique blend of historic and futuristic. Half of the home looks 
much like a New England saltbox; the other half is steel and glass 
with a dramatic roof trajectory. “We experimented with the shou 
sugi ban technique on the clapboard siding,” says Hans Berend, co-
owner and principal of construction at Gerber Berend. He goes on 
to describe the ancient Japanese method for preserving wood by 
charring it with fire. The resulting burnt wood is dark, strikingly 
dramatic and resistant to insects, moisture and fire—increasingly 
important in wildfire-prone areas of the United States. >>

H

The part-industrial, part-traditional home sits right on Soda Creek. “In 
summer, I love to sit outside by the creek…reading and listening to the 
gentle and soothing sounds of the water,” says homeowner Susan Jones. 
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“WE WANTED A REAL TOWN...A PLACE  
  WHERE REAL PEOPLE LIVE.”  ——HOMEOWNER SUSAN JONES
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OPPOSITE: A long antique table is the centerpiece of the dining 
room. The custom table is “electrified” with outlets and USB ports  
at each end so it can be a dining table or a work desk. Benches  
are 1960s Belgian schoolhouse finds. LEFT: In the entry, stools  
are Truecolors by Visser & Meijwaard; painting by Lance Whitner; 
sculpture by David Marshall. BELOW, LEFT: The red front door 
gives a pop of color accented by Neutra Modern house numbers. 
BELOW, RIGHT: The rec room includes a New Standard sofa, 
antique Kilim pillows and big views of downtown Steamboat. 

Before you start designing your new kitchen, ask yourself two 
questions: 1. Who will be cooking? Husband, wife or both together? 
A private chef? A caterer? 2. How will you be cooking? One 
person? Everyone in the kitchen together? Are family and guests 
welcome to wander in and taste while cooking in progress? Your 
answers will determine the size and shape of your new kitchen. 
COMPACT To optimize efficiency and access, create a compact 
working space. Prep area, range, fridge and sink should be  
within a half step or an easy pivot. ACCESS Make sure that  
when the kitchen is in full use, there is still access to the fridge 
from the other spaces—in case someone would like a cool drink. 
STORAGE Use open storage----you can even position shelves  
over kitchen windows (opposite page). Sunlight streaming through 
the backlit open shelves gives an extra sparkle to your kitchen. 
LIGHTING Direct lighting positioned over the prep area provides 
extra illumination for chopping and prepping. Low-voltage 
strip lights and other indirect lighting (all on individual  
dimmers) give the rest of the kitchen a softer light. 

Kitchen design ideas from homeowner Susan Jones and 
Jeff Gerber, co-owner of Gerber Berend Design Build:

KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL
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Susan worked closely with design guru and Gerber Berend co-
owner Jeff Gerber on the interior structure and composition of 
the home. “My husband, Tom, just wanted to make sure our home 
had a hot tub and a ping-pong table,” she says with a smile. “He 
left the rest up to me.” She created a neutral palette of whites, 
blacks and charcoal grays into which she audaciously inserted 
colorful accents and playful furniture—like the candy-apple-red 
rolling cabinet from Snap-on Tools that provides storage in one 
of the bathrooms.

Early in the design process, architect David Hoffman gave 
Susan some invaluable advice. “He told me to spend money on 
the things that we will be touching all of the time,” says Susan. 
The heft of the door handles, for example, makes the home feel 
solid and secure. The radiant warmth from the smooth concrete 
floors on bare feet has the additional benefit of being silent “so 
you can hear the creek.” she says.

The largest and most important room in the home is the hearth 
room—anchored on one side by a large concrete-made-to-look-
like-wood fireplace and on the other side by a bright yellow Italian 
Ilve stove and custom range hood. 

On champagne powder days, for which Steamboat Springs is 
justifiably famous, Tom skis all day while Susan hikes down the 
street to the small bookstore (which also serves great coffee) for 
something good to read in front of the hearth room fireplace. !

> >  For a guide to this home’s products and pros, visit mountainliving.com/SteamboatMod

THIS PAGE: CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: The tub in the master 
bath is Koan by Porcelanosa. A red tool cabinet from Snap-On Tools 
provides storage in the second-floor bath. The cowhide rug and  
vintage cowhide bench add a Western touch to the master bedroom.  
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Sculptural sinks in the master bath are 
Porcelanosa Kole Krio with Elan Vital 
Series faucets by Watermark. Medicine 
cabinets are Robern M Series; sleek 
sconces are Denton by LBL Lighting.
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